Improved bioavailability and pharmacokinetics of tea polyphenols by encapsulation into gelatin nanoparticles.
The authors prepared surface modified (with polyelectrolyte layers), tea polyphenols (TPP) encapsulated, gelatin nanoparticles (TPP-GNP) and characterised them. The size of the spherical nanoparticles was ∼50 nm. Number of polyelectrolyte layers and incubation time influenced the encapsulation efficiency (EE); highest EE was noted in nanoparticles with six polyelectrolyte layers (TPP-GNP-6L) incubated for 4 h. TPP released from TPP-GNP-6L in simulated biological fluids indicated protection and controlled release of TPP due to encapsulation. Mathematical modelling indicated anomalous type as a predominant mode of TPP release. TPP-GNP-6L exhibited enhanced pharmacokinetics in rabbit model compared with free TPP. The area under the concentration-time curve and mean residence time were significantly higher in TPP-GNP-6L compared with free TPP which provide an evidence of higher bioavailability of TPP due to encapsulation. The authors demonstrated that encapsulation of TPP into GNPs favoured slow and sustained release of TPP with improved pharmacokinetics and bioavailability thereby can prolong the action of TPP.